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WE KNOW COUNCILS

ES2 provides Innovative Solutions for Councils
With a growing demand for digital transformation to drive efficiency through people and technical,
councsils are under increasing pressure to make changes to increase performance baselines and
provided simplified and easy customer interactions.
ES2 help you use technology in the way it was intended, creating streamlined solutions that allow
you to get on with what you do best. Drawing on our extensive partner network, system knowledge
and industry benchmarking, we connect you with the right specialist and solutions (or work with
current providers) for your needs.

ES2 Council
Capability

Our Pre-Packaged Offerings for Councils

 Project Management

Offering

 Technical Writing

Security Review & Information Security is a key consideration for any
Penetration Testing Councils with assets it needs to protect. Councils need
to understand their Security posture and effectiveness of
their Security controls in order to reduce risks and ensure
compliance.
Digital Workplace
Microsoft SharePoint in conjunction with Office365 helps
achieve levels of reliability and performance, delivering
digital collaboration and teaming features and capability
to simplify administration, protect communications and
information, and empower users while meeting their
demands for greater business mobility
Dashboard (BI)
Providing consolidated Councils information and data
in the form of visually accessible live dashboards and
personalised rich interactive reports anywhere, anytime
and from any platform inclusive of mobile.
Security Awareness Most Councils aren’t aware of the ever changing ways
that attackers can steal your information and the dangers
and traps that are lurking online. Training can be provided
through a number of mediums to suit your Councils needs.
Email Protection
Organisations within the government have the highest rate
of infection for ransomware and currently 91% of breaches
begin with an email. ES2 can assist in reviewing your inplace email controls and make recommendations to make
email safer for Councils.
PCI Review
ES2, as a certified service auditor, can assist local
government in reviewing their compliance to the credit
card processing standard securing transactions and
payments.

 Intranet
 Office 365
 Extranet
 Web Site
 Mobile Apps
 Reporting (BI)
 Database
 CRM
 eForms / Workflow
 Security Review
 PII Compliance
 Penetration Testing
 Social Engineering
 Identity & Access
Management (IAM)
 Cloud Security
 Network Security
 EndPoint Protection
 Data Classification
 Secure Code Review
 Security Awareness
 Security Training
 eLearning
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BENEFITS

CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE (24/7)
Why Cyber Incident Response (24/7)?
Cyber incidents can happen at any time, 24/7. In fact, they are often more likely to occur outside
of normal working hours when an effective response is the hardest to achieve. However, a rapid
response when you have been compromised is critical to minimise the impact of the incident.

Service
The ES2 24/7 Cyber Incident Response may include the following services:
 Incident analysis

 Rapid recovery from attacks

 Coordination of response

 Post-incident report (PIR)

 Control and contain incident

 Post-incident remediation and recommendations

 Collect, document and preserve incident
evidence

 Coordinate release of information

REWARDS PROGRAM
As an ES2 client you build rewards just by engaging ES2. ES2 clients accumulate Rewards over the
calendar year with every service engagement. ES2 clients can redeem their Rewards by making a
choice from a selection of pre-packaged services delivered free and at a time of your choosing.
Engaging ES2 is now twice as rewarding.

ES2 Rewards

Enjoy the benefits of being an ES2 client.

Engage
Receive ES2 Rewards
with every ES2 services
engagement.

Reach $100K of ES2 service engagements to qualify and redeem one free prepackaged service immediately or save your rewards to select more.

Save
Save your ES2 Rewards to
choose the pre-packaged
services you need.
Redeem
Redeem your ES2 Rewards
for Pre-Packaged Services
that you need when you need
them.

Every month your ES2 Account Manager will supply you with your ES2 Reward
Summary.
You will be able to see how your ES2 Rewards are growing and what free prepackaged service rewards await you.
Because your ES2 Account Manager knows your business, they can guide you
toward leveraging the most out of ES2 Rewards.
Example 1: A client who has

Example 2: ONE from the

Example 3: Wait until

engaged ES2 for up to $150K

$100K Engagement Category

they reach $200K worth of

of services throughout the

to be started at any time in the

engagements and select

calendar year may select ONE

future

from the $200K Engagement

pre-packaged services from the

OR

Category or select services in

$150K Engagement Category

any combination up to $200K.
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